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We feel that people today are looking for the “been there, done that 
horse.”  Some want them better broke than others, but everyone wants to 
know how they will “react” to any given situation.  They want them safe!  
In our opinion you can make both safe and broke horses on the ranch.  
We are life long students of horsemanship, we take clinics, read books, 
watch videos and do the best to improve our knowledge.  The common 
thought of all of today’s great clinicians and horseman is that horse’s are 
best started on the ranch.  One such horseman, Stacy Westfall, believes 
this is because “horses that have been exposed to a large variety of 
activities last longer than those that have been drilled towards perfection 
on a single thing such as reining, etc.  This is because these horses have 
had to think along the way and exercise their mind all the while creating 
a better minded, easier going horses” end quote. (Stacy Westfall, AQHA 
horseman famous for appearing on “Ellen” riding the bridle less, saddle 
less reining pattern as well as winning the “2008 Road to The Horse” she 
has a feature article each month in the America’s Horse magazine)
Our horses start their life in the roundpen and the arena then move 
outside to simple trail riding which includes riding over fallen trees, 
through water, dragging logs, etc.  The horses continue their education 
back in the arena, with dry work, working the flag, mock branding, roping 
the heel-o-matic and tracking steers.  Before you know it they are in the 
work string.  Our horses then move on to moving cows or going to work 
at the sales barn and all of a sudden they graduate to sorting, branding, 
round penning colts, roping, and doctoring cattle in the open range.  
Finally we move them back to the arena to refine their handle and if it 
is a fit for the horse they begin their career as a team roping horse.  We 
strive to do every job possible on the ranch by horseback.  We get all of 
our ranch work done while riding these sale horses and pride ourselves 
in the fact that our horses “enjoy life” and like to be ridden.  It is within 
those parameters that we begin the culling process, as not every horse 
that we own makes the sale.  We do our best to start with good looking, 
sound, attractive, athletic horses, but if they do not enjoy being ridden 
then in our opinion no one will enjoy riding them.  That said those horses 
simply do not make it.  The whole time that we ride our horses we are 
developing their mind and simply getting to know them as individuals; 
do they enjoy being ridden, how do they react to pressure?  Our ranch 
horses have been put in pressure situations and have to handle different 
scenarios in their day to day life.  They are constantly presented with 
circumstances in which they have to think for themselves and “react” 
and it is how they react that tells us what kind of horses they are going 
to become.  We truly feel that these horses can go on in life and take 
on many different disciplines in the future.  Although we cannot expose 
them to everything in this world, we have put them in enough of these 
situations that we are confident in how they will react.  That is why we 
believe so much in “Ranch Horse Beginnings.”

WHY WE BELIEVE IN RANCH HORSE BEGINNINGS…….

RetiRing some gReats

thomas
- 2007 MRCA Steer Wrestling 

Champion
- 2006 CCA Hi-Point Cowboy
- 2006 CCA Steer Wrestling Year 

End Champion

This year marked retirement for 2 of our family members; it sure has been different without these 2 on the trailer this year. Old 
“Digger” retired this year at 24 years young, after 20 years in the rodeo arena. Digger was Erin’s first real barrel horse and together they 
accomplished a lot of firsts. First rodeo check, first National high school qualifications, first belt buckle, first finals qualification. Digger 
has been a rope, pole, goat tying and barrel horse but bulldogging was his calling. Digger has carried 6 different guys to the finals, 
Thomas to a CCA year end title and a MRCA championship. His last year was a good one; carrying Alistair to his first PRCA check and 
together they made the famous 4th of July run, won the MRCA year end and Digger won his 5th and final horse of the year award. 
Seems like just yesterday we scrimped and saved everything we had to buy this great mare; since then Erin and Kruz have been 
unstoppable winning 4 MRCA titles, CCA finals qualification, PRCA and CPRA money and countless major jackpots around the country. 
Kruz gave Erin the opportunity to go to all the “big ones” from Ponoka to Cloverdale to the “Toronto Royal”. Kruz was retired from 
competition to have babies. She is currently in foal to BF Streakin Merridoc with her first colt at 18 years old! Erin was in tears after the 
ultrasound showed a heart beat; Kruz will now live on for years to come.
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Shawne and Jocelyn are the proud parents of 4; Alistair, Amanda, Thomas and Bronwen and of course grandparents of 2; Harley Mae and the 
Slade. They are both very proud of the all of their children and the fact that they are close with them all. Both love being grandparents and spend 
a lot of time with the kids, Harley loves going to her NanNan & Papa’s house and there isn’t a day goes buy that Papa Shawne doesn’t stop in 
to see them both. Shawne and Jocelyn live on the Hagan family farm were Shawne was born and raised just 14 miles southwest of Virden, they 
have been involved in every aspect of ranching; from the purebred Charolais business to the PMU industry, to the current cow/calf/yearling 
operation and are now slowing down or at least shifting gears. Shawne has cut his cow heard down and is shifting towards buying grassers and 
custom grazing. This year between Shawne’s and Thomas’s “custom grazers” his own cows and yearlings and helping Alistair ride on his cows, 
yearlings and at the municipal pasture it has added up to a lot of hours in the saddle with a lot of cattle to ride on and a pile of “cowboying”. 
Shawne really enjoys spending time in the saddle with his 2 boys a horseback, riding good horses and not always having to be the boss. Shawne 
has a great eye for a horse and always enjoys heading out on a good horse buying trip to pick out that next “good one”. This winter Shawne is 
looking to have more time to spend hunting, messing around with his young horses and enjoying the good company in the ever entertaining 
“bunkhouse”. Jocelyn is still working off the farm as a member of the team at the Virden Co-op and really enjoys both the people she works with 
as well as everyone she meets and greets on a daily basis. She makes sure that everyone who goes through her till we’ll be having just a little bit 
better day when they leave. She is still super busy with her alter ego as “Nan/Nan” (she is a huge help with her 2 grandkids) as well maintaining 
her role as Virden rodeo President. Jocelyn as always still looks forward to a visit from one of her six sisters, Bronwen or going Garage saleing 
with Amanda on weekends. These 2 think they are slowing down but there isn’t much grass growing under there feet just yet!

All the horses on offer have been ridden extensively and have taken on the job we feel best fits them. We pride ourselves in “OUR” horses being 
what we say they are; if that’s quiet or fast or whether they are ranch horses, started team roping horses or rodeo ready horses. We ride a lot of 
horses as a family and not every one of the horses makes the sale, we cull very hard and do our best only to sell horses that we feel will truly 
have a future. We have done our best to prepare these horses mentally to move into any other future discipline. We invite you to not only watch 
the video on each horse but to also come ride any and all of the 12 horses on offer this year. Questions are welcome and there isn’t a question 
we won’t answer. Please check out the testimonies’ or call us if you see anything that you like and we will do our best to find a horse that fits 
you as an individual and then stand behind them after the sale. 

Thanks for your interest and if you wish to see a video please call for your own DVD or check it out at www.haganhorsesale.com

The creation of Hagan Valley Ranch has opened new doors for Thomas and Felicity this year.  Purchasing a quarter section on the Assiniboine 
Valley has got these two extremely excited for the years to come.  Selling the family home in Virden, will allow these two to move out to the farm 
and FINALLY live as ranchers, running their small cattle herd and their ever-growing horse herd.  Thomas and Felicity once again pulled off a 
successful social with the Virden Indoor Rodeo and Wild West Daze.  The new facility was a wonderful addition to the rodeo and they look forward 
to enjoying it in the years to come.  They also took back their position as the head organizers of ``The Hagan Valley Ranch 60 Day Challenge,`` 
but due to injuries to many of the colts participating, the couple found it a bit of a struggle, but were still able to pull off an exciting competition.  
This year Thomas went down to Ardmore, Oklahoma and received his farrier certificate.  This has kept him very busy this summer.  He also job 
shadowed with Mark Berry, a local farrier, who showed him many new techniques and gave him many new clients.  Thomas has once again 
focused on enhancing his horsemanship and ranching knowledge.  Taking clinics from Cian Quam and Mike Major, he has created horses for this 
years sale with even better body control, head sets and is just creating a better broke all around horse.  He also went on a grazing tour which 
has help Thomas structure their ranch and set future goals.  He took on the job of custom grazing heifers this summer along with maintaining 
our small cattle herd.  Felicity has once again changed her direction!  Selling her share of Garbage Day Virden to her sister-in-law Amanda in 
December of last year, Amanda and her felt their time as business partners was not up and opened the same store in Brandon.   Having the store 
open for a few months, the girls were approached by a buyer and have sold their recent venture.  Felicity has now taken on the job of manager for 
the Virden & District Chamber of Commerce and has recently headed back to school taking computer and web design programs.  Throughout 
all this she was faced with very little time to participate in the ranching operations, but found time to take a clinic with Judy Myllymaki which she 
thoroughly enjoyed.  She looks forward to living on the ranch and playing a larger role in the production and operations of the ranch other than 
bookkeeping.   Thomas and Felicity are very excited for their big move to their new home and new life as fulltime ranchers!

THE HAGAN fAmILY CONSISTS Of THREE fAmILIES uNITEd 
ANd pROud TO pROduCE THIS HIGH quALITY HORSE SALE.

Alistair, the oldest of the Hagan siblings and wife Erin had another big year! Neither can believe that Harley Mae is already 4 years old and Slade 
William Shawne is well over a year. These 2 like most farms kids very busy to say the least; both love riding horses, spending time outside with their new 
puppy and Harley has even started entering the pee wee barrels on her favourite horse “Maverick”. Alistair & Erin have put together their own ranch 
just down the road on the original Hagan farm, the farm on which the Hagan family first settled upon arriving from Ireland in 1916. They currently 
maintain a heard of around 200 British cows, grass their own calves and run around 40 head of horses. Expansion was the main focus for these 2 this 
year; they bought out another tip table business adding to their existing hoof trimming business, put 200 heifers to grass with a bull and added some 
of the top barrel horse bloodlines in the industry to the brood mare band. The biggest opportunity came when they were able to buy 3000 acres from 
a neighbouring grain farm, this allowed them to sell off some smaller parcels of land for acreages and add substantially to the ranch. It was another 
exciting spring for their horse breeding program; as they welcomed another colourful “BF Streakin Merridoc” foal crop. They then successfully bred 
back 16 mares to Merri, including Erin’s great rodeo mare “Kruz” and Harley’s good pony “Flossy”! In the name of new opportunities both upgraded 
their education this past year; Erin spent the winter going to college taking night courses in Photography and then she was off to Rapid City S.D to 
take a clinic with “Larry Larson” the top horse photographer in North America. Erin took all of the sale horse pictures this year and has started a side 
line photography business. Alistair also took his Auctioneer’s training and these 2 may look at producing some sales somewhere in the future. Both 
Alistair & Erin are very committed to the rodeo and ranching lifestyle and continue to donate all of their spare time to the MRCA and the Wheat City 
Stampede. They enjoyed another great rodeo season with a few changes and few less miles. Both are hauling young horses; Erin is putting her first full 
season in on Gracie and Alistair’s new steer wrestling horse “Buddy” has been a big hit with the whole team, carrying 2 or 3 people to the pay window 
each weekend. They are looking for a trip back to the CCA & MRCA finals. Erin is very excited about the years to come as she finds a balance between 
stay at home mother of 2, photographer and horse trainer spending as much of her time outside as the kids will allow. Both are very excited about the 
future, Merridoc is coming along very well and there is a pen full of awesome futurity prospects. This year they had the opportunity to host some clinics 
as well as private family lessons at the ranch with two of their mentors; Judy Myllymaki and Mike Majors. Both feel that their horsemanship is heading 
in the right direction thanks to these great teachers but still feel very strongly that the best way to improve both you and your horse is to simply ride! 
No matter if it’s a ranch horse or a futurity prospect they feel the best way to make a good horse is to simply spend time forming a relationship and 
getting to know your horse. Both love their family, their horses and their land and are looking forward to the future.
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General InformatIon
date: Saturday, October 22, 2011

sale time: 12:30 p.m.

performance preview: 9:00 a.m. sale day

location of event:
 Brandon Keystone Centre
 1175 - 18th Street, Brandon, MB
 * Demo - Westman Place
 * Sale - Barn 36

sale day phone number:
 * (204) 851-2916
 * (204) 851-2554

absentee bids:
Anyone wishing to bid who cannot be in attendance at the 
sale, may make phone or mail bids by contacting any of the 
above contacts prior to October 21, 2011.

phone bidding:
Phone bidding is provided as a customer service for those 
who cannot attend the sale. Anyone who desires to bid 
by phone is asked to inspect horses prior to the sale. Any 
phone purchases will be required to wire funds on Monday 
morning following the sale. Horses will not leave the 
Hagan’s possession until payment has been made.

terms & Conditions:
Terms of sale are cash or personal cheque (CAD). Cheques 
issued with unsufficient funds will be prosecuted. Every 
animal sells to the highest bidder with the auctioneer 
settling disputes as to bids. Announced changes in 

catalogue information on sale day take precedence over 
printed material in this catalogue. No delivery is available 
until settlement is made on all purchases. Horses remain in 
the seller’s possession until payment has been verified or 
cleared by the bank. Buyers must make arrangements for 
care of horses at their own risk, and will become liable and 
responsible for their purchase immediately upon declaration 
of sale and until delivery is taken. Any person attending the 
sale does so at his/her own risk. Owners, sale management, 
Brandon Keystone Centre, nor any other person connected 
with this sale assumes any liability, legal or otherwise.

guarantee:
To the best of our knowledge, every horse in this sale is 
free of disease or defect. Known defect(s) will be called at 
sale time.
* General, visual vet examination for physical soundness.
* Additional vet check within 24 hours after the sale at the 
buyer’s request and expense. Buyer and seller must agree 
on the vet.
* Inspections on site will be done by Dr. Joe King.
* Inspections paid for by buyer considering horse passes 
exam.
* ALL SALES ABSOLUTELY FINAL!!
* Horses are the buyer’s risk, expense and responsibility 
from the time of purchase.
* Horses have not been Coggins tested. Costs associated 
with exporting horses will be at the buyer’s expense.
*A passed equine veterinary certificate of health for 
insurance purposes only will be done on all horses in the 
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       Joe Quincy
    blueboy Quincy
       little blue lass
 docz Choctaw sabre
       docz forte
    docz Choctaw Jane
       Choctow Jane

       genuine doc
    docs editor
       legacys tina
 docs frosted legacy
       scottobe frosted
    frosted tee Jay
       Codys thistle

dEE
Df GenuIne PeP

5 year old sorrel gelding 15.2 1/2 HH
Owned by: Thomas and felicity

2

      Coy`s bonanza
   major bonanza
      manana`s Rosa
prescribed by major
      doc`s prescription
   bubble doc
      tootin bubble

      topsail Cody
   topline eldorado
      lady el dorado
steppin line
      leo bar step
   stepwood miss
      miss taylor bar

SISkO
toP o the lIne major

5 year old buckskin gelding 15 HH
Owned by: Alistair and Erin

`` The biggest mistake people make in life is not trying to make a living at doing what they most enjoy.``  - Malcolm Forbes

You guessed it, this eye catching gelding is named for the famous buckskin horse in 
the iconic “Dances with wolves”. It has taken us a long time to find a pretty buttermilk 
buckskin with a black mane and tail; one worthy of the name “Sisko”.  Well here he 
is; he has a kind eye, a baby doll head, a fancy pencil neck and a strong wither, he is 
correct and sound and he just looks like he was born to be broke. But he isn’t just a 
looker he is a cool horse to ride too; athletic, handy, and lots of try. Sisko is yet another 
great “Prescribed by Major” (Canadian Supreme reining champion) colt, same as my 
good head horse, several of our broodmares and countless other sale horses. You have 
heard us say year in year out just how much we love these “Major” babies and Sisko is 
absolutely no exception. He was hands down the easiest colt I have ever started. He is 
a full brother to our 2010 high seller “Ruby-Jean”, both his sire and damn were winners 
and his grandparents are legends (our pedigree man “Jim Hyde” has personally seen 
every horse on his papers rode, the kind of horses that should be producers). The 
pretty buckskin was brought to us to halter break as a 2 yr old stud, I worked him for 
3 days in the roundpen and fell in love. I removed his hardware and simply kicked 
him out to rough it with the cows until the fall of his 4 yr old year. Two years between 
sessions but he never skipped a beat, I was riding him the first day we brought him in 
and he has gone ahead every day since. Alli Mullen rode him for a month that winter 
and she did a great job, this horse wants to learn, he wants to please and you can’t 
“train” that into one they have to be born with that desire. He is broke, light in the 
bridle, has lots of body control and he can turn around and stop but what I love most 
about him is his brave, willing attitude. He loves to work; he’ll follow a cow through the 
thickest bush or the deepest water hole and put you right on her hip and then work 
rope when you get her caught. The only thing he can’t do is rope them himself. Sisko 
is a working ranch horse with the finesse required to go to the arena. I used him at the 
“True Grit” ranch rodeo and I will be showing him in the South West ranch horse Open 
show the day before the sale. He has been started as a heel horse, a bit of a no brainer; 
tons of try, very cowy and a big stop! So if you are looking for a working ranch horse, 
a fun show horse, a team penner, or an awesome heel horse prospect with disposition, 
colour, good looks, pedigree, and a handle here is your chance. Sisko is a gorgeous 
performance horse/ranch horse combo that was mature when he was started and I 
promise you is tough enough to survive without all of the finer things in life. 

1

Here is a horse I have got the pleasure of working with for over three years now.  
Dee came to me as a trainer needing 60 days on him when he was two from 
owners/breeders Dean and Debbie Fenty of D5 Performance Horses.  He was a 
great looking colt and very easy to start, so after two months of riding I knew 
he would be a great fit for our sale.  After putting the training on him, Dean and 
Debbie asked me to ride him through the Southwest Ranch Horse Sale where I 
made my purchase.  I brought Dee home and kicked him out for the winter to 
mature and just let him be a horse.  I put lots of miles on him as a three and 
four year old, then in his five year old year (this year) he has been rode hard and 
put to work.  So, needless to say it has been a long wait, but it is nice to see this 
amazing horse finally see his day in the sun!  I am very pleased with my purchase 
of this long legged two year old now he has matured to a pretty headed, good 
withered, nice bone and foot (size two shoe!) 15.2 ½ hh gelding which has been 
a pleasure to rope off.   Dee is quiet and willing to do any job you ask of him.  
He rides around one handed, bridles up nicely, has a good stop, has great body 
control, great to shoe and just never seems to get too worked up over anything.  
After this year, Dee would be a great fit for someone to head steers on or simply 
stay with the job he knows best, ranch work.  I am very proud to offer Dee 
at this sale as I have taken him from an un-broke two year old through to an 
accomplished, mature five year old ranch gelding.  

`` Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.``     - Ghandi6 7
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   warbonnet twist
      warbonnet trudy
illini Cactus King
      Reno Roach
   Reno Robin
      Robin miss

      par three
   dash n par
      miss molly dash
sbR bear par
      sonny bar twist
   miss bear olney
      miss donny bear

JACk
IllInI Buckaroo

5 year old grey gelding 14.3 HH
Rode by: Thomas and felicity

BILLY
7 year old black grade gelding 15 HH
Owned by: Shawne and Jocelyn

Black Billy with the Baby Doll head. This pretty gelding is 
exactly what Shawne’s program is all about; a gentle, well put 
up, correct gelding with bone, foot and a kind eye and as a 
bonus he does happen to be black with a nice white snip, strip 
and one white sock. Shawne has changed his plans a little this 
year. The plan was to find 1 horse, the kind of horse that he 
would be happy to keep for the rest of his life, treat him as 
his own personal ranch horse and then offer him for sale one 
time and one time only; at the Hagan family ranch horse sale. 
Billy is that horse. He is just what the bulk of our customers 
are looking for; a good looking gelding who has been tried 
and tested by someone who over emphasizes the need for a 
safe mount. Shawne says it has been a long time since he rode 
a horse that looked this nice from the saddle horn to the tip 
of his ears and after all when you are on their back that is the 
view you get the most of. Billy was a trail riding horse that we 
bought from our friends Jordan and Erin Parks. He has a good 
work ethic, he can go all day but is patient enough to stand 
and wait on the next task asked of him, he can walk along all 
day with his head down relaxed then jump out and run a cow 
down. Shawne has used Billy at brandings, rode him at the 
community pasture, doctored cows at home and of course 
had a lot of fun and the odd wobbly pop while riding him. 
He has been started heading and heeling, he is good in the 
box and runs to cattle but best of all he never gets bothered 
by the constant hustle and bustle of a roping or bulldogging 
night with 30 or more horses in the arena at one time. Billy is 
the same horse every day and is the kind of horse that you can 
leave sit for months at a time and then just climb on him with 
confidence, the kind that will be hard to let go and Shawne is 
very proud to offer him for sale.  

``Courage is being scared to death – but saddling up anyway.``      - John Wayne

Here is the real deal folks!  He heads, heels, started roping calves and does routine ranch work.  At 14.3hh, 
the potential for a roper on Jack is limitless.  He comes by his ability honestly coming out of a great sire, Illini 
Cactus King who is a FQHA halter reserve grand champion and placed 6th in the senior heading category 
at the AQHA San Antonio Stock Show.  Jack’s full sister, who was also born and raised by Dan Pandolfo of 
Pandolfo Performance horses, was run by Donna Leibrandt who won first at the Three Can Tango open 3D 
in Billings, Montana in 2009.  Spending lots of time over the last few years at the Pandolfo Ranch, I have 
seen many colts that I can’t wait to get home to tell Felicity about.  I’ve rode colts for Dan, rode through his 
mares, seen all of his studs, rode some of his aged geldings and continue to believe he has a product that 
he can stand behind.  Jack is a well bred, gorgeous grey gelding with a great foundation, hours of arena 
training, mature and ready to go to work.  Dan took this horse to Texas where Trey Dove put two months on 
him roping calves, then Tyler Quam of Grenfell, Saskatchewan headed and heeled on him for an additional 
three months.  Finally I got the opportunity to rope off of Jack for the past two to three months and simply 
don’t have a bad thing to say about the horse.  He stands flat footed in the box and can take a lot of runs 
in a night.  Jack is great to be around, easy to shoe and has great manners.  He runs hard, stops good and 
gives you a great shot every time.  Anybody looking for a good rope horse doesn’t need to look any further. 
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      hotrodders Jet set
   blazing hot
      tahnee Zippo
hot diggity Joe
      Joe bar five
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      Zips Chocolate Chip
   Zips famous amos
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dollys all Zipped up
      dance for Joy
   toba dancer yogi
      win`s lady sue

BAYLIE
DIGGIn the Duns

5 year old red dun gelding 15.1 HH
Owned by: Thomas and felicity

STEELE
6 year old grey grade gelding 15.1/2 HH

Owned by: Alistair and Erin
From the first moment we saw this horse we knew we had to own him, there was just 
never any doubt. Let’s be honest, what Cowboy doesn’t want to ride a good looking 
grey horse with black accents? He just has such a natural presence, pretty head, long 
fancy neck with a beautiful long black mane, good wither, strong back, and a deep 
heart girth. The kind of Gelding that fills you with pride when you are riding him. Steele 
is a deluxe model ranch horse. I road him at the auction mart winter of 2009 and since 
then he has done everything we do on a horse. He has a ground covering walk, a 
smooth lope and best of all he is patient and sensible. I was fencing on him in the fall 
of 2010 after a big wind storm had blown a bunch of trees down on the fence and he 
stood with his lines wrapped around a tree for better than an hour while I worked up 
and down the fence line. He never pawed, whinnied or so much as tightened the lines 
the whole time, and then I just walked over untied the lines got on and kicked him 
into a lope 4 miles home. He never broke stride and to me that is what a real ranch 
horse is all about. If you are in the business of making finished arena horses then this 
horse is simply an investment, you are starting with two key ingredients the ranch 
horse foundation and the “look”. The “look” is important because like a friend of mine 
once told me “if you are going to invest all of the time into finishing a head horse you 
might as well start with a good looking one because no matter how much you ride 
them you cant’ train em to be pretty”. So whether you are looking for a private ranch 
horse “fit for the boss” or you are on your way to Arizona and want an awesome 
winter project/investment, Steele is your man. 
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   Champs blue Chip
      flirty Chum bride
peppys Jonita
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   vanzi leo spices
      sheema Keen

ROOSTER
chamPs leo lena

5 year old red roan gelding 15.2 HH
Owned by: Alistair and Erin

He has “True Grit”, I’m a sucker for good westerns and as soon as we got home 
from the movie theatre I walked out to the barn and changed this roan gelding’s 
name to “Rooster; Rooster Coggburn” (no worries, he doesn’t wear an eye patch). 
We consider ourselves very lucky people; our sale has given us the opportunity to 
ride some great horses, horses like Rooster. He is every bit as fancy as he appears in 
his picture and on video; he is big and strong, he has bone and foot, a pretty little 
head, a natural head set, the perfect wither, a deep girth and all of this in a beautiful 
strawberry roan coat. Rooster was raised by our friend and long time and tip table 
customer Wade Demion of Qu’Appelle Sask. I have gotten to know Wade’s mares 
very well over the years and I have always been impressed with how sound they are. 
Rooster is a fine example of Wade’s program. He is by Wade’s good stallion; an own 
son of the great AQHA champion Solanos’s Peppy San and out of a sister to 2009 
sale horse “Haydar” who we bought from Wade. (Haydar was purchased by Kevin 
Woods of Westwood Land & Cattle co. Moosimen Sask, where he remains the main 
ranch horse). Rooster has been my main mount at the community pasture this year; 
he is strong, handy and cowy. He has done every ranch job from gathering horses 
to breaking in strong bulldogging steers. He can walk all day and will go anywhere 
you ask of him, over fallen logs, through bush, water or the deepest mud and come 
out following the cow. Tie off on him and he’ll work rope with no fail for as long 
as you need him. One of my favourite things about this gelding is his natural head 
set; he will stay bridled up all day no matter his task. When you add this head set to 
his size and awesome colour and you have a gelding that will make anyone in the 
performance world proud, from pick up man to header. I have started him heading 
steers and I am confident that if this horse moves towards the arena that he will 
make us all proud. Be sure and check this cool gelding on the video.

I had heard about two good horses last year that Rick and Dianne Gabrielle had raised, so we went 
and had a look.  Grant Duncalfe had put several months on these horses and done an amazing job, so 
it didn’t take long to decide we needed to own them both.  Well, Baylie is one of these horses and we 
have been very pleased with him.  He is a gorgeous mover with an extremely smooth lope that makes 
you want to ride for miles.  Baylie was the horse that Felicity always picked to ride when the two of us 
were checking cows or just going for a ride.  I have done some light roping on him, roped the heel-o-
matic and checked many yearlings.  To me this horse reminds me a lot of our finished ranch gelding 
Dee (lot #1 in the catalog), but simply hasn’t done as much ranch work.  He’s mature, nice to ride, has 
a great foundation, good to shoe and at 15.1 hh, he is a great sized gelding.  You can ride Baylie one 
handed, swing a rope off of him, bridle him up, move his body wherever you please and simply just 
enjoy him.  He would be a perfect gelding for someone looking for a recreational horse or someone 
wanting to finish what has been started and make him an outstanding ranch gelding.  Baylie has a 
laid back attitude which is hard to beat and has been nothing but a pleasure to ride.
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Owned by: Alistair and Erin
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5 year old buckskin gelding 15 HH
Owned by: Thomas and felicity

       peppy san badger
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   te de pine
       pines miss nick
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       triple sonoitan
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mINNO
Jdp SpuNkYS LuCk

10 year old chestnut gelding 14.3 HH
Owned by: Shawne and Jocelyn 

Minno is a prime example of how you can find a good one anywhere, anytime; Shawne spotted this cool little gelding in the middle of January in a 
field with three feet of snow while we were hauling bales. Next thing you know we were trudging through the snow on a 20 below day to have a look, 
and he has been at Shawnes place ever since. Minno is a grandson of the great “Solanos Peppy San”, as you’d expect with that blood he is a cowy and 
athletic little horse with a great wither, lots of bone and foot and a strong work ethic. Shawne road Minno all winter and come spring we had Bryce 
sign on to cowboy with us for the year, Bryce needed a ranch horse and Shawne needed a few less to ride, so he turned Minno over to Bryce for the 
rest of the year. Bryce has been doing a good job with this horse and is truly living up to the old ranch hand code a making the horse better everyday 
he rides him. Bryce and Minno have done everything on the ranch that we can do on a horse, from branding calves to riding him at the community 
pasture and treating anything that needs treated no matter the size of the bovine. You can tie off and he’ll work rope then just drop the lines when 
you’re done and he’ll ground tie anywhere. Bryce has been playing with Minno in the arena heading some steers and roping some calves off the wall 
but he has really made him a handy little heel horse. Minno is the kind of horse that you can ride all day on the ranch or take to the practice pen and 
run 15 steers on. He is good in the box and when he leaves the corner he just pins his ears and watches the cow all the way down the pen, he’ll let 
you take 3 swings over their back or take Bryce’s preferred shot and fire on the corner. Watch for Bryce and Minno on the video they are quiet a pair.
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Felix isn’t the ranch horse that some of the geldings are, simply because he just hasn’t put 
in the time treating and branding, but he has a great foundation and has put on a lot of 
miles.  This horse was chosen on his good confirmation, athleticism and great personality 
when we bought him from Jordan Parks of Selkirk, Manitoba.  Felix has proven to have all 
these traits and more this summer while checking cows and doing arena work.  Jordan 
had a good start on this 15HH buckskin gelding when we got him and we have continued 
to move him forward and introduced him to ranch work. Felix has roped the heel-o-
matic, has good body control, drags the log and been ridden in outdoor and indoor pens. 
I’ve put a lot of time on Felix this summer trying to pick on the finer details in the arena 
and he rides around very nice. Watch him on the video and you will see he is a gorgeous 
mover, he has a long smooth stride and this guy is very talented.  Here is a horse that has 
a ton of potential, he has all the tools to move into any discipline and is the right age to be 
put to work. Any girl looking for a barrel horse prospect, this guy is light on the front end, 
has a great wither and a very runny hip.  All that said and he’s a sound mature gelding 
that is ready to take the pressure of going to the next level. 

We bought this horse sight unseen on a friend’s word. Guy Robertson called and said he had a good black 
horse that would fit our program. Our “program” was certainly a culture shock for Guy (the horse) but he 
really enjoys his new life. Not too long after guy arrived at our place we were trailing cows’ home 15 miles 
from the lake and we decided it would be fun to have a heeling match; (most 2 foot catches in a mile 
wins). A hundred loops later someone accidently roped a calf around the neck, so it was Guy and I to the 
rescue; we had to run him down and rope him to get the other rope off. As I was congratulating Guy on 
a job well done, after all it was the first time he had seen cows or a rope I overheard some friends of ours 
say to each other “See that’s why their horses are so quiet, they do all of this stupid stuff on them”. Well I 
don’t know? But Guy has been a ranch horse ever since. He is very reminiscent of a past family favourite 
“little Pete”; a handy, little black gelding that doesn’t know he’s little. Guy is tough and very strong on the 
horn; you can rope the biggest calves in the branding pen and just turn around a head for the fire with 
confidence. We have roped big old cows, tied off, gathered horses, sorted you name it Guy has done it 
all. We have since moved him back to the arena; I have started him on both ends in the team roping pen 
and even roped some calves on him. Guy rides one handed can turn around and has a big stop. He has 
the potential to be a very fun jackpot or high school rodeo horse or just a handy ranch horse. Guy is the 
kind of horse that lots of different people can ride to do lots of different jobs. He is just small enough to 
make it easy to hit the stirrup, a fancy colour, safe, broke and the kind that we enjoy selling.
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  bully bullion
     mary poppins
blue bully
     Rocket wrangler
  blue Jean wrangler
     what`s her name

     okie leo
  Kim`s pica pride
     Kim`s pica
pickin steps
     leo bar step
  frost bar step
     frost dody

GIzmO
PIck on the Bully

4 year old bay mare 15 HH
Owned by: Alistair and Erin

HANk
hankIns kInG cat

4 year olD sorrel GelDInG 15 hh
owneD By: shawne anD jocelyn

Shawne is very proud of this pretty copper sorrel gelding. Hank is what our sale is all about; a well 
started horse that we bought from friends, then took him forward and made him into a ranch horse/
arena horse prospect and presened him the same way to our customers, “our friends” and enjoyed 
every minute of it. Shawne bought Hank from our good friends the Kulbacki family, (the same folks 
we bought Whoopie from). He was ridden in a feedlot as a 3 year old and then moved into the 
ranch horse program. Hank is exactly the kind of horse Shawne wants to ride, good looking, athletic, 
just the right size, and most importantly a he is a “people horse”. Shawne likes to spend some time 
getting to know his horses when they first arrive. Shawne just plays with them in the arena; they size 
each other up and start bonding. When we first went over to Dad’s to have a look at Hank he walked 
over to the fence stuck his head down threw the panel and let Slade give him a kiss, just like that 
they were bonding. Shawne has used Hank at brandings, sorted, doctored cattle on the ranch and  
has also roped the Heel-o-matic and tracked steers in the arena. Hank is a handy gelding that uses 
himself well and he rides one handed; so if you are looking for a fun, young, athletic ranch horse to 
enjoy for years to come, Hank is your man.
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Futurity Barrel Prospect! Erin likes her mares and this gorgeous bay mare is going to be a big timer. She has all of the key ingredients of a 
winning futurity prospect; outstanding bloodlines, conformationally perfect, a ranch horse foundation, lots of forward motion, tonnes of try 
and she is nominated for the “5 State futurity”! Gizmo is by the proven sire Blue Bully, an own son of the legendary Bully Bullion and out of a 
daughter of Rocket Wrangler. Her dam is a finished reiner who was shown Non pro, a daughter of 2X world champion Kim’s Pica Pride (calf 
roping and Sr. working cow horse). Gizmo was sent to Erin as a trainer by Tim Buchanan of Carnduff but like most of Erin’s trainers we ended 
up owning her. No surprise Gizmo is Erin’s kind of horse; she says “this mare just looks like a runner”, she is an awesome mover, every foot 
placement is on purpose and she is always in 4-wheel drive. We have been working towards a solid foundation on this mare in and out of the 
arena, long days moving cows, pulling bulls and roping the heel-o-matic or track steers. The futurity game is a gamble and all you can do is 
play the odds. Gizmo is a safe bet because she has the odds in her favour. She is sound of mind and body, has the pedigree to back her up and 
just to add some insurance for her knew owner, we are offering a free breeding to BF Streakin Merridoc good for the lifetime of either horse. 
So go a head and roll the dice. 
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      skips nino
   loan oak tinka
      miss Jaguar star
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We are very proud of the fact that we can buy so many horses from all of our good friends. Thank you to all the 
local breeders who produce these outstanding, trainable and talented horses. It is our pleasure to work with you 
time and again. Thank you to the entire sales staff and behind the scenes people whom without you, this sale 
would not be possible. Thank you to all our previous buyers who made our sale such a success last year, and 
inspired us to keep doing what we do - turning out great ranch horses. We cannot say it enough we love to stay in 
touch with our previous buyers, follow up to see how the horses are progressing and fitting in to their new homes. 
We are only a phone call away, or better yet the coffee is always on!

THANk YOu

previous buyers

    Cliff Williamson

    Henry Zarn

    Courtney Figley

    Georgina Swanston

    Neil Rodgers

    Kristen & Steven Finlay

    Curtis Knox

    Jack Martins

    Bill & Giselle Harding

    Jay Sibbald

    Les Deschamps

    Naylen Cattle Company

    Steve Lloyd

    Tyler Finch

    Harry Lund

    Shane Boyes

    Dr. Don Williamson

    Mervin & Eileen Quam

    Andrea & Gordon Graham

    Mike Morrison

    Glenda Rivard

    Rob Penno

    John & Holly Cowell

    Shawn Hughes

    Rick & Deb Cook

Westwood Land & Cattle Co.

   - Kevin Woods

Skylar Brown

Ken Stuebing

Lindsay Hitchner

Neil & Gail Daniels

Josh Humphreys

Bobby Franke

Duane Gereluis

Calgary Stampede

    - Raymond Goodman

Duncan Campbell 

    & Cathy Gerrand

Paul Cooper

Glen & Cindy Forsyth

Blaine Murphy

Glen Lowes

Amanda Diamond

Myron Furseth

Jennifer Martin

Todd Gallais

Devon Porter

Don Andrews

Jennifer Pugh

Cheryl Nixdorff

2010 buyers     Holly & John Cowell - Harlem, Montana

    Debbie Symes - Pincher Creek, Alberta

    Owen Deeton - Cochrane, Alberta
    Roxy Wildman - Nanton, Alberta
    Aurel, Rita, Trevor, Terrence 
         & Tyler Vodon - Virden, Manitoba

    Brian Collier - Virden, Manitoba
    Chantel Rivard - Peers, Alberta
    Diamond 7 Ranch,         Laura Laing - Cochrane, Alberta

    Walter Kemble - Cochrane, Alberta

Bryce 
Kulbacki

Les 
McNaughtonKaren & Tony 

Scott

Chris 
Warkentine

Lyle 
Roberts

Rob 
Gardiner

Lyle Roberts, Jim Hyde, Bill Harding

We first contacted Erin and Alistair prior to the 2007 sale looking for a well started horse. After 
viewing the video and talking with Erin we determined there were two geldings that could be 
the right match. We purchased both Playboy and Taco, upon arriving home we were happy to 
discover our two new boys were everything promised and more! These two horses have been all 
around horses for us, barrel racing, gymkhana, trail and mountain riding they have done it all.  
For the 2010 sale we came across two horses in the Hagan catalogue that caught our eye, Ruby 
Jean and Scooter. We purchased Scooter, the 3 year old gelding as recommended by Erin. This 
gelding was exceptionally well started, we took him to a barrel racing clinic in early spring 
2011 where he was a super star. We couldn’t be more impressed with how broke this 3 year 
old was and we are looking forward to barrel racing futurities with him as a 5 year old in 2012. 
Our Hagan horses have fit perfectly into our program and we are looking forward to the 2011 sale 

and the possibility of 
a fourth Hagan horse!  
It has been a pleasure dealing 
with the Hagan family and we 
are excited to call them our 
friends!

           - Chantel & Glenda Rivard

We have purchased two horses from Erin 
and Alistair... Johnny Ringo and Ruby Jean!
What a joy it has been to ride great horses!  
Erin and Alistair made it so easy to bring 
the horses to Montana.  We truely value our 
friendship with the Hagans and look forward 
to more amazing horses in the future!
           
  - John and Holly Cowell

My family and us three brothers have been neighbours with Hagan’s for 
years. We spend several nights roping at Hagan’s, and that is how we 
met Balto. We were looking for a rodeo/ ranch horse so we could high 
school rodeo on him. We looked at several horses of theirs but Hagan’s 
recommended Balto. Everything they said about Balto was true and still to 
this day there door is open for any help we need with Balto or ourselves.

 
- Vodon Family

“Good using horse, broke, light in the mouth 
and great in the branding trap.”  
  
  -  Roxy Wildman 

“We literally put Jericho to work the day he got off the trailer and he 
didn’t miss a beat. He has been a great addition to our ranch horse herd 
- big & strong and a quiet guy to handle and work around. We have had 
to remind ourselves that he is only 
6 - he just takes everything 
in stride.” 

  - Laura Laing, 
General Manager, 
Diamond 7 Ranch

“Zuess is that once in a lifetime 
horse. Whether you are working 
cattle or relaxing and riding the 
trail he is an incredible partner.”  
 
  - Walter Kemble
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A STREAK OF FLING
   AAA si 98 - $27,645

STREAKIN SIX AAAT
   si 104 - $473,934

EASY SIX AAA si 97 - $198,740
  Easy Jet AAAT si 100 - $445,723
MISS ASSURED AAA si 95
  Little Request (TB)

MOON FLING AAAT
   si 102 - $69,507

FAST FLING AAA si 98
   Calamity Jones
MOON BEAM LADY
   Lady Bugs Moon AAAT si 100 - $191,536

WINNSBORO AA

MERRIDOC si 102
TINY’S GAY
   Tiny Watch x Gay’s Delight
SPARKLING TIP
   Diamond Charge x Tiptoe Tune (TB)

WOODSBORO
DASH FOR CASH
   Rocket Wrangler x Find A Buyer (TB)
CHICK’S DIMPLE TOO
   Three Chicks x Dimples Too

FEE: $800
ALL COLLECTING, SHIPPING
& BREEDING DONE ON FARM
[via certified A.I. technicians]

Merri’s foals nominated to CBHI 
and FUTURE FORTUNES Eligible!
 
$5,000 INCENTIVE  to the first 
person to win on a  BF STREAKIN 
MERRIDOC OFFSPRING in any
Canadian  approved futurity!
Call us for details!

Alistair & Erin Hagan • Virden, Manitoba
204.748.1545 (Ranch) • 204.851.2916 (Cell)

For more infomation on the HAGAN RANCH operation,
our mares, BF STREAKIN MERRIDOC foals and our HAGAN
PERFORMANCE & RANCH HORSE SALE visit our website at 

www.haganhorsesale.com
or join us on FACEBOOK!
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2006  BAY ROAN STALLION 
15 HANDS -  1,250 lbs
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